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he evolution of virtual crime network over the
years has had a direct impact on everything—
from share prices and revenue streams to
regulatory compliance and brand reputation.
Even multi-billion dollar organizations’ business identities
are being compromised due to the intelligence employed
by cyber criminals in their cyber damaging threats. Rather
than sticking to traditional threat mitigation strategies, the
need of the hour is to deeply integrate an advanced security
infrastructure into today's enterprise environment.
Given the way the market is constituted today, many
comprehensive endpoint security solutions are being
developed by the world-class cyber security developers
around the world. While these advanced endpoint security
solutions ensure improved security and business continuity
management, they also act as custodians—proactively
managing the day-to-day process of network operations.
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Today, along with the emerging security analytics
capabilities, the continuous monitoring and analysis
capabilities of cloud security services are also playing
a pivotal role in guarding against these damaging cyber
threats. Moreover, enterprises’ initiatives to work in
cohesion to safeguard their business identities and fight
cyber warfare will also contribute to the sweeping changes
in the cyber security industry.
To help enterprises ensure the total security of their
working environments, we present to you “Top 25 Cyber
Security Technology Companies 2017”. The list brings
to light the companies that are at the forefront of leading
businesses towards building a next-generation security
infrastructure. Highlighting the companies in the proposed
list, our editorial team endeavours to bring out the
players that have a robust security portfolio in the cyber
security landscape.
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he security solutions needs have to be constantly
aligned with business objectives and goals. Whether it is web applications or sensitive corporate information, organizations have to implement technologies that
precisely secure their critical resources from attack. Due to
the various security breaches and escalating risks that are
widespread in cyber space, the need to adopt new technologies and architectures that can deliver powerful security,
privacy, and compliance protection becomes significant.
Founded in 2008, IshanTech is one such company which
was started with the idea to focus on IT security solutions.
The company brings in innovative IT Security solutions to
address the risk of its enterprise clients and the individuals
affected by cybercrime.
“We understand the data security needs of our customers and offer security services to help enterprises deploy
proven risk and compliance management solutions and
approaches,” states Ruben Theva, Director of IshanTech.
Being an exclusive partner of ESET and WinMagic, IshanTech renders Endpoint security and Data protection solutions to meet the cyber security needs of its customers and
thus ensures the security of their assets. Adding to the pool
of its offerings, the company leverages comprehensive anti-malware protection for its customers’ business systems
with ESET Endpoint Security. “With Endpoint Security,
powered by proven NOD32, we offer proactive anti malware defense combined with robust web and device management features,” adds Theva.
Another robust product from IshanTech is WinMagic—
protecting valuable information assets against unauthorized access. With this tool, users can encrypt files themselves before uploading them to larger storage services.
WinMagic is not only used to secure data but it also en-

sures seamless access without impeding the productivity of businesses. “WinMagic’s SecureDoc secures data
wherever it is stored, providing enterprise grade data encryption and key management policies across all operating systems, thus protecting valuable information assets
against unauthorized access,” adds Theva. SecureDoc’s
Standalone Edition allows businesses to deal with their
IT environment security methodically to improve security, mitigate risk, and meet government and regulatory
norms for hard drive encryption. On the other hand, SecureDoc’s Enterprise Edition takes all the features of
Standalone and gives control to the administrator via
centralized management that reduces the convolution of
managing standalone systems.
Apart from this, IshanTech also offers an enterprisewide Web-based PC power management software—PowerStudio—to reduce expenses and meet corporate sustainability goals. This allows organizations to monitor
their power consumption on a real-time basis and provides reporting with provision of high availability and
accuracy. Elaborating on this, Rames A. Bala, Director
of IshanTech affirms, “Having the core in IT Security and
Green Technology, we also work on turnkey projects. We
have been successfully supplying hardware devices and
advice on the most suitable hardware for our customers'
IT and communication requirements.”

IshanTech renders
Endpoint security and
Data Protection solutions
to meet the cyber security
needs of its customers
across the region
Through its expertise in Software Compliance, PC
Power Management, Endpoint, and Web Security, IshanTech has established commercial and technical relationship with its customers. The exclusive partnership
of the company with ESET, Certero, and WinMagic has
strengthened its client portfolio and allows it meet expectations of every client by offering outstanding customer
service, increased flexibility, and greater value. Based
in Malaysia, the company has deepened its roots in the
South East Asia region including Singapore, Indonesia, and Thailand. Further, it intends to spread its wings
across other APAC countries as well.

